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I. BACKGROUND 

Although the scarcity of the radio spectrum is well 

advertised, practice shows that with proper regulatory 

constraints and good engineering the capacity of the 

radio spectrum may seem almost unlimited. This 

apparent contradiction arises because radio spectrum 

can be shared among different users. Spectrum sharing 

can take many forms ranging from the tight procedural 

and operational controls that govern cellular systems 

operating in licensed spectrum to the almost free-for-all 

regime applied to radio spectrum set aside for 

industrial, scientific and medical use (ISM bands) and 

certain other license exempt frequency bands. This 

paper is mostly concerned with the physical aspects of 

radio communication; of the logical aspects such as 

medium access procedures and link level protocols 

only the former are mentioned where relevant. 

 Spectrum scarcity has become an item on the 

agendas for many regulatory authorities and spectrum 

efficiency has become a key spectrum policy 

consideration, together with technology neutrality and 

application neutrality. An example of this increased 

emphasis on spectrum sharing and spectrum efficiency 

is the Radio Equipment Directive (RE-Directive, 2015) 

issued by the European Commission in 2014
i
. It states 

specifically that “[transmitters] should be so 

constructed] that potential negative impact on the goals 

of radio spectrum policy should be limited to such a 

level that, according to the state of the art, harmful 

interference is avoided” and that “[receivers have] a 

level of performance that allows it to operate as 

intended and protects it against the risk of harmful 

interference, in particular from shared or adjacent 

channels, and, in so doing, supports improvements in 

the efficient use of shared or adjacent channels”. 

Although the language may be less than perfectly clear, 

the objective behind it can be readily discerned: shared 

spectrum will be the rule and efficient shared use of 

spectrum will be necessary. 

Currently, EU compliance standards (harmonized 

standards) define classes of equipment with different 

compliance requirements designed to meet product- or 

application specifics and the new spectrum efficiency 

requirements will be implemented in the same way. 

Because changes to such standards are required 

whenever a new technology or product has been 

developed, this practice is anti-competitive: it tends to 

favor established interests.  

The objective of the policy of  technology neutrality 

and application neutrality is to minimize if not remove 

this anti-competitive element in the process of creating 

harmonized standards – an objective to be kept in mind  

in the development of compliance requirements for 

efficient shared use of  the radio spectrum. 

A. Different Spectrum Sharing Regimes 

Sharing spectrum among homogeneous systems, as 

in the case of cellular networks, can be very efficient 

since all sharing parameters – space, time and 

frequency
ii
 – are known and under full control of the 

sharing systems. Common regulatory limits are defined 

for each parameter and exploited to the maximum 

extent possible in order to optimize the system’s 

capacity and therefore its earning power. 

Sharing spectrum among heterogeneous systems is 

a problem of a different order. Typical examples of 

such systems are the Short Range Devices (SRDs) 

which are used for a wide variety of purposes, 

including Internet of Things (IoT) and Machine to 

Machine (M2M) applications as well as wireless LANs 

and other communications applications. SRDs vary 

widely in terms of emitted RF power, duty cycle, 

bandwidth and modulation. RF power levels vary from 

less than 1 mW to 500 mW, duty cycles vary from well 

below 0.01% to 100% and bandwidths vary over a 

similar range. This diversity in products and 

technologies makes it impossible to predict and control 

interference among such systems. Further, each system 

has its own means to optimize its transmission function 

in such an unfriendly environment and in a way that 

fits its purpose and application. These means may 

include adaptive spectrum use that facilitates sharing 

with other spectrum users. Common technical 

parameters to assure optimum spectrum utilization are 

impossible to define without severely restricting the 

freedom of systems designers to optimize their 

products for a given applications and conditions.  

Other, technology neutral, means of improving 

spectrum sharing and utilization by SRDs have to be 

defined, taking into account the key factors that 

determine spectrum use. The possibilities for spectrum 
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sharing and efficient use
iii

 are determined
iv
 by the 

transmitter as well as the receiver operating together as 

a transmission system. Considered in isolation, the 

efficiency of spectrum use of a system is a function of 

the transmitted energy level and the level of the energy 

required at the receiver to successfully decode the 

energy received. The upper limit for the former is 

typically the regulatory limit, the lower limit for the 

latter is set by the thermal noise level of the receiver 

and the properties of the receiver circuits. Real 

products operate somewhere in that range. The density 

of the information transferred determines the energy 

per bit and therefore the operating range of the system. 

In practice this simple picture has to be extended with 

factors for  interfering energy from a variety of other 

sources, notably other spectrum users and for the 

properties of the antennas and the propagation 

environment. 

B. The heart of the matter  

In a shared spectrum environment two sources of 

interfering energy must be taken into account: in-band 

interference and out-of-band interference. The former 

is caused by other systems operating in the same 

frequency band; the latter by systems operating in other 

bands. Such interference may take the form of co-

channel or adjacent channel interference,  

intermodulation effects and receiver de-sensitization.   

Co-channel interference may be considered to add 

to the noise floor of a receiver: 

                    
 

   
  (1) 

Other forms of interference such as  adjacent 

channel interference, intermodulation and other 

performance degradation  factors, cannot be 

represented in such a simple expression for receiver 

performance because of variations in receiver design. 

Instead a variety of receiver parameters are required to 

express receiver performance under interference.  

The Radio Equipment Directive of the EU (RE-

Directive, 2014) seeks to improve spectrum efficiency 

through the specification of receiver parameters in 

standards for regulatory compliance. Examples are 

receiver sensitivity,  adjacent channel selectivity, inter-

modulation and receiver de-sensitization. Whether this 

approach works, depends on the context. 

Receiver parameter specifications are very much 

relevant and beneficial for homogeneous equipment 

operating in licensed spectrum. Receiver parameters 

can be specified in detail because the other users of the 

spectrum and the operating environment are well 

known. However, the benefits of regulatory 

requirements for receiver parameters are questionable. 

Under commercial pressure, spectrum efficiency may 

be taken care of by design but avoiding inefficient 

spectrum use that burdens other spectrum users 

requires constraints on transmitter parameters
v
.  

Whereas receiver parameters play a major role in 

homogeneous networks, the diversity of license exempt 

equipment prevents the conventional approach of 

setting common criteria for receiver parameters 

because each product has its particular properties and 

application. In fact,  equipment characteristics vary by 

a factor 100 or more. This variation would require the 

specification of product specific receiver parameters – 

a practically impossible task that would be always 

chasing new technology developments. Therefore a 

solution must be found that encourages efficient use of 

license exempt spectrum without restricting existing 

products or technical innovation. 

Ideally, regulatory requirements for receiver 

parameters should be technology neutral and applicable 

across a wide range of equipment and applications. In 

the following sections two metrics are developed that 

can be used as elements of a forward looking 

regulatory policy for license exempt spectrum: the 

spectrum load metric and the spectrum sharing 

efficiency metric. In combination with limits on RF 

power, these metrics provide a flexible regulatory 

regime that is technology neutral, open to innovation 

and effective in fostering efficient use of license 

exempt spectrum. 

II. TRANSMITTER METRICS  

“One man’s transmission is another man’s 

interference”. This true-ism points towards one 

possibility to make efficient use of radio spectrum: 

constrain transmitters. Generally, this is the focus of 

regulations for license exempt spectrum. The FCC’s 

Part 15 rules  (CFR§15.247, 2015) do just that and they 

have been the model for technology neutral regulatory 

measures elsewhere. 

In contrast, some standards for regulatory 

compliance are much more restrictive. An example is 

ETSI EN 300 328 (ETSI, 2015) which specifies in 

addition to the basic RF parameters, various 

combinations of limits for a whole range of parameters: 

duty cycle, minimum transmission time, maximum 

transmission time, frequency hopping minimum and 

maximum timings and bandwidths, as well as 

adaptivity mechanisms and thresholds. Different 

combinations of properties such as specific 

mechanisms for  medium access adaptivity and duty 

cycle restrictions confer the right to use higher power 

levels whereas at lower power levels there are no such 

restrictions.  

  

This standard with its complex requirements and 

test methods is one example of  mandatory compliance 

criteria that have grown over time as new market 

entrants sought and obtained “permission” to operate 

their equipment in a given frequency band. Although 

aimed at fair use of the radio spectrum, the 
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implications of this detailed regime includes a strong 

preference for existing technologies and products and a 

barrier to innovation whereas its benefits are difficult 

to quantify. Clearly, more generic criteria are needed – 

criteria that focus on spectrum utilization and sharing 

efficiency rather than on equipment parameters. 

A. Radio Spectrum as a Resource 

In an unstructured environment with many different 

types of equipment being used, interference cannot be 

analyzed in terms of specific cause and effect. 

Interference can only be considered in terms of 

statistical probability, determined by the RF power 

used, the frequencies affected, and the duration of 

transmissions
vi
.  Such a statistical approach is 

inherently technology neutral. Existing regulatory 

requirements for a given frequency band determine the 

total resource available as a resource space with three 

dimensions: power, frequency and time. A given radio 

transmitter will occupy only a fraction of this resource 

space and thus spectrum utilization can be expressed as 

a fraction  that is characterized by  three factors: power, 

frequency and time.  

B. The Spectrum Load Metric 

The product of the three factors – power, frequency 

and time – define what might be called the “spectrum 

load metric”
vii

. This metric can be used as a regulatory 

mechanism: within the constraints defined by a limit 

value for spectrum load, system designers would be 

free to choose each of the three factors to give the best 

performance for a given application or purpose. Like 

other radio properties such as RF power and unwanted 

emissions, the result would be subject to compliance 

validation, e.g.  by testing or measurement. 

Application of this concept makes differentiation 

unnecessary between fixed frequency equipment,  

frequency agile equipment, frequency hopping 

equipment and low duty cycle equipment as is 

currently the case. Another benefit is the significant 

simplification of compliance testing. 

In the domain of license exempt spectrum, there are 

no known a priori values other than the regulatory 

limits that apply to the frequency band under 

consideration.
viii

  As noted above, RF power levels, 

duty cycles and bandwidths vary by a factor 100 or 

more; the implication is that the spectrum load may 

vary between systems by a factor 1,000,000. 

Technologies like frequency hopping and fast 

frequency adaptation complicate the picture further. 

This variety can be accommodated by normalization: 

e.g. instead of RF power, RF power spectral density
ix

 

has to be used which is not dependent on transmitter 

bandwidth.  

The range at which receivers are affected  by 

transmitted power  depends on the local power flux 

density which varies exponentially with the inverse of 

the pathloss. This is expressed by the Friis formula for 

the received RF power due to pathloss: 

          
 

   
 
   

  (2) 

Pt is the transmit power, Gt and Gr give the gain of 

the transmitter and receiver antenna, λ is the 

wavelength, R is the distance and PLE is the pathloss 

exponent. For a given frequency, the wavelength over 

distance term  can be replaced by a constant C. 

Dropping the antenna gain factors and extracting R 

gives a formula for how RF power flux density changes 

with distance under given pathloss conditions: 

      
 

 

   
 
             (3) 

This formula ignores such factors as fading and 

other signal impairments – which should be taken into 

account in the analysis of a particular case or condition. 

The area
x
 affected by Pt varies as the square of R:  

         
 

 

   
 
  (4) 

The same relationship holds for the power spectral 

density. The duty cycle is typically a dimensionless 

fraction that needs no normalization although  care 

should be taken to assess the median value rather than 

the “maximum”. The latter may occur once in a long 

time and taking the median value rather than the mean 

value avoids skewing the result towards this maximum. 

Frequency use -  the operating bandwidth  - has to be 

expressed as fraction of the available frequencies. 

The resulting expression of the spectrum load 

metric is as follows:  

                              
 

 

   
 
             (5) 

PD is the transmitter’s power spectral density, PLE 

is the pathloss exponent and DCm is the median duty 

cycle. Uf is the frequency utilization factor:  

                                           (6) 

 Ffrac is the occupied frequency range as a fraction 

of the available frequency band and Pcol is a  correction 

factor for variable frequency equipment – it is 

proportional to the number of frequencies in use and 

gives the probability that a frequency within the 

operating range is occupied. By expressing PD as a 

ratio relative to a given maximum and taking the log of 

the result, the spectrum load metric becomes a 

dimensionless value in dB’s relative to the maximum 

of all three parameters.  

                            
 

 

   
                  (7) 
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Antenna directivity allows a reduction in RF power 

for the same operating range. This is taken into account 

by subtracting the azimuth gain in dB from (7): 

                      
 

 

   
                   (7a) 

To put this in perspective: a device that operates at 

100% of the allowed RF power  at a duty cycle of 10 % 

and using 2% of the available frequency range, has a 

spectrum load factor of -27dB. This is 1/500
th

 of the 

theoretical maximum for this hypothetical frequency 

band. A transmitter with an antenna of 20dB gain 

operating at full power with a 100% duty cycle over 

20% of a frequency band has approximately the same 

spectrum load. 

The spectrum load metric as expressed by (7) or 

(7a) is a potentially useful tool for spectrum 

management purposes. This is addressed in Section D 

below. 

C. Spectrum Load and Adaptive  

Medium Access 

Adaptivity in spectrum use – adapting power, 

frequency or time in response to local conditions – 

facilitates sharing of spectrum and therefore obviously 

beneficial to equipment considered in isolation. IEEE 

802.11 is one of the extremely successful examples. 

With the decreasing cost of computational capabilities, 

adaptivity is likely to spread to all kinds of 

technologies and applications. There are different 

forms of adaptive radio device behavior. The most 

important ones are spectral adaptivity and medium 

access adaptivity. 

Spectral Adaptivity may involve a change in 

modulation, transmission power  and/or bandwidth 

according to the success or failure of past 

transmissions. Spectral adaptivity starts from a baseline 

condition – e.g.  a given transmission rate, bandwidth 

and power level – and  changes this mix until a balance 

is reached between the effective transmission rate and 

probability of transmission success that optimizes the 

net throughput. As conditions change, these parameters 

may be adapted to find a new balance point. Spectral 

adaptivity has major implications for spectrum 

utilization. From a spectrum utilization viewpoint the 

non-adapted transmission rate is the reference for 

assessing spectrum utilization because it reflects the 

baseline, i.e. the worst case behavior at a given 

throughput. Spectral adaptation reduces the 

instantaneous spectrum utilization but it does not affect 

the baseline value.  

Medium access adaptivity – sometimes referred to 

as polite medium access - avoids collisions with other 

spectrum users whenever possible
xi

. Typically it 

involves a temporary change of spectrum utilization in 

time: e.g. Listen-Before-Talk  (LBT)  or Detect-And-

Avoid (DAA)
xii

 or a change in frequency (Adaptive 

Frequency Agility, AFA).  A device using LBT will 

defer its transmissions until the channel becomes 

available; a device using Detect And Avoid will defer 

its use of an occupied channel for a longer time. The 

difference lies in the conditions applied to the defer 

procedures, e.g. sensing period, incrementing back-off 

in time or blocking time for occupied channels. A 

device using AFA may move to an unused frequency 

and stay there for some time. In practice, various 

combinations of DAA- and AFA-like behavior may be 

implemented that best fit the application and the 

operating conditions of a particular system or device.  

Adaptive medium access (AMA) is sometimes 

confused with efficient use of spectrum. However, the 

two are different but in some sense related. The role of 

adaptivity is to facilitate graceful performance 

degradation under congestion conditions. Thus, AMA 

capabilities solve the problem of assuring sharing of 

spectrum without imposing unnecessary limits: an 

AMA capable device can use the maximum allowed 

share of the available spectrum resource because it will 

reduce that use in the presence of other devices. 

AMA requires that equipment is aware of other 

users of the frequency band and that it adjusts its 

spectrum use accordingly. The rate of this adjustment 

has to take into account the natural time scale of the 

adaptation: changing transmission time can be very 

quick and has no memory – LBT works fine here. 

Changing frequency does have a strong memory aspect 

– e.g. time is needed to move a network of devices to 

another channel. 

There is one element that is common to all AMA 

schemes and that is a threshold for the level of 

interference or performance degradation caused by 

interference that causes adaptive action. LBT, and 

other sensing based schemes, measure the interference 

energy directly; error detection based schemes may use 

error rates or feedback from one or more receivers to 

trigger action, etc. An example of the latter is the 

RTS/CTS
xiii

 scheme of IEEE 802.11: it avoids a 

transmission to a receiver that would not successfully 

receive that transmission. 

The spectrum load metric can be used to encourage 

SRD designers to implement AMA capabilities through 

the simple expedient of allowing higher spectrum load 

values for adaptive devices. The threshold below which 

AMA operation is not required can be chosen to fit the 

uses of a particular frequency band. This is further 

detailed in Section V, B. Recommendations. 

It should be noted that spectrum sensing has limited 

effectiveness. Even among more or less equal devices 

it is inaccurate and unreliable, for various reasons. First 

of all, the sensing threshold must be well above the 

minimum receiver sensitivity to assure reliable 

detection with a suitably low level of false positives. 

The implication is a residual non-detection rate. The 

non-detected transmitters will cause some interference 

at the receiver targeted by the sensing transmitter. This 
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increases the background noise level in busy networks. 

The second reason is that in the real world RF power 

levels of transmitters vary widely – a laptop computer 

may deliver 100mW RF power, a smartphone may not 

get out more than a few mW. Generally, transmissions 

of the former are easily detected, not those of the 

smartphone although it may be close to a receiver to 

cause interference: this is known as “hidden node 

effect”
xiv

. The third reason is that the RF environment 

can be highly variable in time as well as by location. 

The effects on spectrum sensing are the same as for 

larger difference is RF power output: pseudo hidden 

node effects, the accumulation of which may cause 

severe performance loss. 

Maintaining a reasonable degree of equal medium 

access among a heterogeneous population of spectrum 

users requires that the transmitter’s interference 

potential is taken into account when deciding to use the 

spectrum resource or to defer or switch to another 

frequency. A high power density affects devices at 

large distances and therefore it is important to set the 

threshold for adaptive action accordingly. Duty cycle 

also affects other spectrum users and thus the product 

of power density and median duty cycle reflects the 

potential interference load Lint  of a transmitter: 

                                
 

   
                                    (8) 

Lint  expresses a potential effect that is the same for 

all frequencies on which a transmitter may be operating 

and therefore the spectrum utilization factor Uf   of  

expression (7) is not needed in expression (8). 

Relative to the allowed maximum power density 

the expression changes to: 

                                  
 
 

   
 
                   (9) 

Its value can be used for scaling the required 

threshold for adaptive action, for example the LBT 

sensing threshold Tadapt may be adjusted upwards as 

transmitter power density – and therefore its 

interference potential – is  reduced e.g.: 

                                dBm/MHz             (10) 

“Offset” will vary with the frequency band and 

application type but the general form of the equation 

should prove broadly applicable.  

Note that, because Lintr contains the median duty 

cycle as well as the RF power density, changing the 

adaptivity threshold while keeping the power factor 

constant requires a change in duty cycle. Thus an AMA 

device that finds itself blocked from medium access 

could, at the price of a reduced medium access time, 

increase its adaptivity threshold without increasing its 

spectrum load. 

Because (9) is linear for a given pathloss,  the Lintr 

value can be used for other adaptivity schemes as well. 

For example, in a scheme based on a threshold in error 

statistics, e.g. on the raw bit error rate,  the value of Lintr 

can be used to lower the threshold in proportion, taking 

into account that the response of a  receiver to 

interference may be  non-linear. This subject needs 

further work. 

D. Using Spectrum Load Metric as a Regulatory 

mechanism 

The conventional approach to regulation of 

spectrum utilization is to define a set of limits for 

transmitter parameters. This set typically includes  the 

parameters for RF power and/or RF power density and 

unwanted emissions. However, some compliance 

standards also specify duty cycle and/or other timing 

restrictions and adaptive action (LBT) thresholds
xv

. As 

noted above, such detailed requirements are a two-

sided tool: excessive spectrum utilization is prevented 

but at the price of complex compliance requirements  

and, by maintaining the commercial status quo, 

discouraging innovation. 

The spectrum load metric offers an alternative that 

is very effective from a spectrum management point of 

view but avoids the above costs.  The number of 

parameters required for compliance testing could be 

reduced accordingly and product testing could be 

vastly simplified. This would significantly reduce the 

risk and cost of bringing a product to market. 

Another interesting possibility of using the 

spectrum load metric is the scaling of performance 

related criteria such as unwanted emissions: clearly, the 

impact of unwanted emissions varies proportionally 

with the interference potential of the transmitter. See 

also Section V, B. Recommendations. 

III. RECEIVER METRICS 

Whereas transmitters emit coded information which 

occupies a share of the available spectrum resources, 

receivers capture and decode these emissions. 

Therefore, assessing spectrum utilization efficiency 

requires a metric for receiver “performance” as well.  

This performance depends not only on the level and  

coding of the received energy (the modulation) but also 

on distortion of the received signal and the presence of 

unwanted energy from other transmitters and other 

sources.  

The distortion is determined by the RF properties of 

the environment but its impact varies with the 

modulation and coding of the transmitted signal as well 

as by the directionality and other properties of the 

receiver’s antenna.
xvi

. This variation affects spectrum 

efficiency and therefore it should be taken into account 

in assessing receiver performance
xvii

.  
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A. Basic Spectrum Sharing Efficiency  

The unwanted energy is determined by the presence 

of other transmitters in the receptive field of the receive 

antenna.  In a dense, heterogeneous population of 

SRDs, the unwanted energy takes the form of noise-

like interference  that increases the effective noise floor 

of receivers.  

The single most important factor in spectrum 

sharing is co-channel interference. In general, 

interference is a function of three factors: RF power 

and time (= duration) and the required signal to 

interference ratio at the receiver. Starting from this 

premise, Kruys e.a. (2014) develop a spectrum 

utilization efficiency metric and  spectrum sharing 

metric but without consideration of other, off-channel 

interference sources.  

Spectrum utilization efficiency is a measure of how 

many devices can operate concurrently on the same 

frequencies in the same geographical space. Whether a 

device can operate in such an interference limited 

environment depends not only on the signal it receives 

but also on its ability to handle co-channel interference 

caused by other users of the frequency band. Other 

factors are bandwidth and protocol efficiency. The 

ability to handle co-channel interference affects the 

effective operating area which is smaller than the 

nominal area determined by the received signal power 

in the absence of interference. The ratio between the 

nominal operating area and the effective operating area 

is determined by the SIR
xviii

 of the receiver and the 

number of interferers n under the prevailing pathloss 

conditions: 

        
 
              

        
 

                 (11) 

Taking into account the directivity of the receiving 

antenna requires multiplying n by the azimuth aperture 

factor A expressed in degrees/360 (and which may be 

the same for transmitter and receiver):  

        
 
                

        
 

                 (11a) 

The term  SIR+√(n.A) makes it clear that designers 

have choice between designing for receiver 

interference resistance and receiver antenna gain in 

meeting the spectrum sharing requirements of a given 

application. 

From a statistical point of view, this ratio specifies 

the reduction in spectral efficiency under conditions of 

interference. Conventionally, spectral efficiency  is 

given in b/s/Hz. Taking into account protocol 

efficiency as well as  the reduction in working area 

caused by interference from other spectrum users, the 

net spectral efficiency can be written as:       

           
  

  
 
              

       

 b/s/Hz (12) 

The message in the above expression is that in an 

interference limited environment, systems with a  

lower SIR requirement will perform better than their 

more demanding cousins.  

The spectrum sharing efficiency Mse of a system 

further depends on the radiated RF power (EIRP)
xix

,  

the bandwidth and the duty cycle – all affect the 

spectrum resource available to other spectrum users. 

Because of the variety of devices using license exempt 

bands, the RF power has to be normalized and 

therefore power flux density is to be used. This causes 

the frequency factor to drop out: 

            
        

           
 
                

       

 b/s/mW         (13)               

DCm is the median duty cycle and PDtx is the 

transmitter’s power spectral density. 

Equation (13) clearly shows that for the same 

nominal throughput and SIR, a lower power density 

and duty cycle contribute positively to the efficiency of 

spectrum sharing. Further, the benefit of MIMO 

technology is clear as well: for the same RF power  and 

SIR, higher transmission rates can be achieved through 

spatial multiplexing. For cooperative network coding 

systems which use multiple transmitters for the same 

message, a factor m has to be added to the denominator 

– which shows that such systems are not necessarily 

efficient spectrum users. 

         
        

             
 
                

       

 b/s/mW       (14) 

As noted above, this metric considers only co-

channel interference and assumes that the interference 

is due to spectrum users with the same properties 

operating under ideal conditions. Practice is more 

complicated. 

B. Spectrum Sharing Efficiency under general 

interference conditions 

Whereas the SIR is a key parameter for spectrum 

utilization efficiency, secondary receiver performance 

factors such as adjacent channel rejection, 

intermodulation properties and receiver de-

sensitization also play a role. However, as noted in 

Section I, Background, it is not possible to define 

common metrics for these secondary factors that would 

be applicable to a heterogeneous device population.  

Changing the perspective to the generated 

interference and away from the victim reaction, 

suggests the usefulness of a “reference interference 

profile” that mimics many of the interference effects 

that are found in practice. This reference profile would 
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necessarily be frequency band specific because the 

regulatory parameters of a band itself and its adjacent 

bands  determine interference conditions.  A similar 

concept is the “Interference Limits Policy” which has 

been proposed by the Technical Advisory Committee  

of the FCC (TAC 2014). 

A reference interference profile could contain both 

in-band and out-of-band components. The in-band 

components would mimic a number of devices 

expected to be used in close proximity – Wi-Fi, 

Bluetooth and ZigBee come to mind as examples in 

case of the 2.4GHz band. For each, a number of 

transmitters  with associated signal levels at a virtual 

victim receiver could be chosen. Examples of potential 

reference out-of-band interference signals are the LTE 

signals into SRDs bands, e.g. the 860MHz band and 

the 2.4GHz band. 

Every receiver implementation has its particular 

response behavior that becomes visible in the 

degradation of its performance caused by the reference 

interference profile. This degradation may be offset by 

various means such as a higher wanted signal or lower 

data rate at a more robust modulation rate
xx

. The 

former is captured by adding this offset – RPx to (12):  

                
  

  
 
                    

       

b/s/Hz       (15)               

RPx is a device specific value that specifies the 

increase in the wanted signal necessary to  counteract 

the applicable off-channel interference. A downward 

adjustment of the modulation to improve robustness is 

reflected in a lower value of E0 and therefore both 

effects are accommodated by this expression.  

The Enet metric as defined in (15) is a technical one 

which gives an indication of the achievable throughput 

of a given system under given reference interference 

conditions. It does not apply to the broader economic 

or societal aspects of a spectrum use – e.g. a frequency 

band dedicated to emergency services is heavily 

underused most of the time. The fact that emergency 

services are assured of a reliable communications 

medium may well be considered efficient from a 

societal point of view e.g. because it may minimize 

loss of life.  

Similarly, the interference aspects of spectrum 

sharing can be added to expression (13) or (14) by 

means of the same RPx parameter – this gives the 

spectrum sharing efficiency under interference 

conditions.     

      
        

             
 
                    

       
 b/s/mW   (16)               

This formula is bandwidth independent provided 

the interference term RPx expresses power spectral 

density. How a wideband receiver handles this 

interference is captured by the RPx parameter. Its value 

depends on many intrinsic receiver factors such as 

linearity and filtering but also on factors like the coding 

level of the received signal. 

C. Real net throughput 

In order to find the actual throughput of a system, 

given its nominal throughput K0 – in terms of b/s – in a 

given amount of spectrum, the latter is multiplied by 

the efficiency factor Enet. The net throughput      is a 

function of the raw throughput K0, the protocol 

efficiency and the re-use area factor and the 

interference margin RPx: 

                
 

  
 
                    

       

b/s     (17) 

These throughput values are system specific – e.g. 

for Wi-Fi the figures are very different from those for 

Bluetooth or DECT. However, when normalized to a 

common channel width or frequency band, they can be 

used to compare different systems in terms of spectrum 

utilization efficiency. 

Note that the      value is area independent. In 

other words, the same throughput value can be 

achieved on any scale – whether per square meter or 

per square kilometer. This is relevant for the discussion 

of spectrum scarcity: given a certain demand for 

capacity –     expressed in b/s/area – and the available 

spectrum  in Hz – the factor that determines a system’s 

behavior under given pathloss and interference 

conditions – (SIR+10log√n.A+RPx ) – can be derived. 

The first step is to realize that C = K/area and therefore 

only K is needed as input value.        

V. CONCLUSION AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Conclusions 

In Europe, spectrum management parameters for 

SRDs conventionally have been formulated in terms of 

device parameters. This allowed a  given type of device 

to be put on the market without changes to the 

parameters and requirements for existing devices. In 

this process little, if any, consideration was given to the 

systems aspects of SRDs. The technical standards for 

assessing equipment compliance have followed the 

same model and emphasized limits on specific device 

parameters as the basis for regulatory compliance.  

The systems aspects become apparent if one 

considers all the factors that play a role in the 

communication process: from the RF power output of a 

transmitter and its interference generating effects to the 

signal propagation and distortion effects of the RF 

channel to the performance of the receiver in dealing 

with the distorted signal while subject to a variety of 

interfering signals. 
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However, regulations and compliance requirements 

for license exempt spectrum have lacked these 

performance aspects and instead have focused on 

device parameters under the assumption that 

minimizing interference among devices  would be 

adequate. The recently issued (RE-Directive, 2014) of 

the EU has increased the emphasis on parameters at the 

expense of losing sight of the broader, systems aspects 

of efficient use of the radio spectrum. By implication, 

constraints are imposed that assume – but do not 

demonstrate – spectrum  usage benefits. Instead, these 

constraints may well prove a hindrance to innovations 

in radio technologies and their applications. 

Considering the statistics of wireless devices as 

interacting systems using a shared resource avoids this. 

In this paper, we show that a different approach to 

regulatory and compliance requirements, based on a 

systems perspective and suitable metrics for transmitter 

and receiver performance in shared spectrum 

conditions, offers many advantages.  

The use of these technology neutral metrics allows 

a metrics-based approach to regulations for shared 

spectrum that limits  ensembles of parameters rather 

than individual parameters. This approach has two 

major benefits: it reduces the administrative burden of 

keeping regulatory requirements up to date viz á viz 

new technical developments and, secondly it clarifies 

the relationship between  regulatory measures and use 

of shared spectrum. 

The proposed metrics based approach  allows major 

simplifications in the compliance criteria and in 

compliance testing. More importantly, it encourages 

designers to design efficient systems that optimize 

spectrum utilization for a given application within the 

constraints imposed by the regulatory framework. 

B. Recommendations 

The current regulatory framework in the EU for 

license exempt frequency bands could benefit from a 

more generic approach that facilitates innovation while 

assuring efficient use of the available spectrum.   

The current regulatory reference is (SRD Decision 

2015). This document defines 29 different regulatory 

definitions for subbands adding up to a total of 

96.5MHz. The band at 2400.000 to 2483.500MHz has  

4 overlapping subband definitions with RF power 

levels of 10 mW to 500mW that apply to the same set 

of frequencies. These definitions specify not only 

power levels but also bandwidth and channel spacing, 

duty cycle constraints and adaptivity requirements.  

This regulatory framework could be very much 

simplified by defining spectrum utilization criteria for a 

given frequency band – regardless of the technology or 

application for which the technology is used. Three 

primary criteria  define the total  spectrum resource 

available – regardless the technology or application. 

1) Maximum EIRP and maximum  power density 

within that range 

2) The available frequency range in MHz 

3) The maximum duty cycle allowed – 100% by 

default 

 

Three further criteria restrict the way individual 

systems use the spectrum resource: 

 

4) The maximum Spectrum Load allowed -      

This criterion restricts the share of  the available 

spectrum resource that any device or system can 

use. 

5) The Adaptive Medium Access Threshold 

This criterion disallows non-adaptive medium 

access operation above a given threshold value of 

    . 

6) The minimum Spectrum Sharing Efficiency 

required -      

The latter criterion prevents the use of devices or 

systems that are not able to operate efficiently in shared 

spectrum in the presence of interference.  

Table 1 gives an example for the 2.4GHz ISM 

band. The actual values to be incorporated in 

regulatory documents require further study. 

Regulatory Criterion  Value 

Frequency Range 2400 – 2483.5 MHz 

RF power (EIRP) ≤100mW  

RF Power Density (EIRP) ≤100mW/MHz  

Duty Cycle ≤100% 

Spectrum Load Share 

(maximum is 1) 
     ≤  -15dB 

Adaptive Medium Access  

threshold 
     ≥  -25dB 

Spectrum Sharing Efficiency 

(indoor, PLE = 3.3) 
     ≥ 0.2  

 

Table 1: Example of  Regulatory Requirements using 

spectrum load and sharing efficiency for the 2.4GHz 

ISM band 

 

These primary criteria would form the basis for the 

compliance requirements and methods of measurement  

specified in a harmonized compliance standard – 

developed by ETSI – for  SRDs and IoT/M2M systems 

operating in the 2.4GHz band.  

C. Secondary compliance criteria based on 

spectrum load 

The recently issued Radio Equipment Directive 

(RE-Directive 2014) requires criteria for receiver 

performance to be included in all compliance 
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standards. Defining common receiver criteria for 

license exempt equipment is practically impossible due 

the wide range of device properties, device design and 

implementation costs. Imposing a common set of such 

criteria on all devices would necessarily be arbitrary 

and therefore unacceptable. However, there is a close 

relationship between spectrum utilization and receiver 

quality. Therefore, scaling the compliance 

requirements for receiver parameters with the spectrum 

load offers a potential solution to this conundrum. This 

scaling can be applied to transmitter requirements as 

well. For example, the impact of unwanted emissions is 

proportional to the interference potential of the 

transmitter. The allowed peak to average ratio of the 

unwanted emissions could be proportional to the 

inverse of the interference potential.
xxi

 Taken together 

such scaled requirements provide a flexible compliance 

regime for a wide range of SRDs.  

Compared to the rest of the world, Europe has a 

very complex and restrictive compliance regime for 

SRDs that discourages innovation and is costly to 

implement for all concerned. The metrics-based 

approach to SRD regulations and compliance 

requirements offers a way forward that fits well with 

the long term policy goal of efficient spectrum use 

while encouraging innovation. 

VI. FURTHER WORK 

This paper sketches a way forward towards a new 

approach to spectrum regulations for license exempt 

frequency bands. Further work is needed in  three 

directions: a) the relevance and potential benefits of the 

proposed metrics for software defined radio technology  

b) how this metrics-based approach can be used in a 

context of a Risk Informed Interference Assessment 

policy now being considered by the FCC – see TAC 

(2015) and De Vries (2015) – and c) mapping of 

metrics-based regulatory requirements to technical 

compliance standards. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

AFA: Adaptive Frequency Agility 

AMA: Adaptive Medium Access 

CSMA/CA: Carrier Sense Multiple Access with 

Collision Avoidance 

DFS: Dynamic Frequency Selection 

EIRP: Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power 

ETSI: European Telecommunications Standards 

Institute 

FCC: Federal Communications Committee 

LBT: Listen Before Talk 

LTE: Long Term Evolution 

MIMO: Multiple Input, Multiple Output 

OFDM: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

RF: Radio Frequency  

RLAN: Radio Local Area Network 

SINAD: Signal to Noise and Distortion ratio 

SIR:  Signal to Interference Ratio 

SNIR: Signal to Noise + Interference Ratio 

TDMA: Time Division Multiple Access  
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i  The Radio Equipment Directive formally succeeds the 

Radio and Telecommunications Terminal Directive in 

June, 2016. 

ii   One could argue that a fourth dimension is relevant: the 

information dimension that is exploited by e.g. CDMA 

systems. However, the use of coding affects the other 

three parameters and therefore it need not be considered 

separately.
 

iii      “efficient use” should not be confused with “effective 

use”. The former is related to the transfer of 

information, the latter is related to the value and   

purpose of the information transferred. 

iv      The propagation environment plays a major role 

because it affects the strength of the received signals 

and interference at all receivers. 

v  In fact, it may be argued that a variation in receiver 

performance under interference does not affect 

spectrum efficiency of a system unless that variation 

affects the behavior of the transmitter. 
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vi      The ability of the receiver to handle interference while 

processing a wanted signal also affects spectrum 

sharing. This is covered in Section III, Receiver 

Metrics. 

vii      (Kruys, 2015) develops the concept of interference 

load as measure of the demand an active transmitter 

places on the available spectrum resource. 

viii  These limits may include antenna directivity factors 

because these affect the interference area of a 

transmitter and thus the overall spectrum sharing 

efficiency of a system.  

ix  The term power spectral density is used here to denote 

the mean RF power per Hz or per MHz of a transmitter 

e.g. as measured with a spectrum analyzer.  

x  Antenna gain generally maps to antenna directivity. For 

a given transmitter output, the area affected is 

approximately independent of the azimuth aperture. 
xi  Adaptive Medium Access techniques create a 

prisoner’s dilemma case for the users of a given 

frequency band: being polite means being at the merci 

of other spectrum users, being not polite  denies all 

users fair use of the spectrum. This principle applies to 

basic sharing mechanisms like LBT but also to 

secondary sharing mechanisms like contention window 

management.  

xii    A special form of DAA is the radar interference 

avoidance scheme known as DFS – Dynamic 

Frequency Selection. This function requires a wireless 

LAN device to detect the presence of a radar signal and 

to switch frequency in order to avoid causing 

interference into the radar system. 

xiii  See IEEE 802.11-2012, Clause 9.3 for an explanation 

of the RTS/CTS mechanism. 

xiv  In a homogeneous device population,  the Hidden Node 

Effect is mostly environment dependent but when 

transmitter power levels differ by a factor 10 or more, 

relative distances become important as well.  

xv   The FCC’s Part15§247 rules contain only RF power 

requirements (wanted and unwanted emissions) for 

equipment using frequency hopping and for equipment 

using “digital modulation” and they do not, contrary to 

e.g. EU regulations, impose further restrictions such as 

the use of specific modes of listen-before-talk. 

xvi  Antenna directivity has a major impact on spectrum 

sharing because it affects the wanted signal and the 

unwanted signals received from other sources 

differently. A higher directivity – a smaller azimuth 

aperture – generally means a smaller number of 

potential interfering sources. 

xvii   It may be argued that the modulation and coding factors 

should be considered as properties of the transmitter. 

However, these factors come into effect mainly  at the 

receiver. 

xviii  SIR usually does not take into account signal distortion 

due to imperfections of the RF transmission channel. 

SINAD does take this into account and therefore it may 

be more practically useful to use SINAD instead of 

SIR. This consideration is left for further work 

xix  The EIRP form takes into account the transmit antenna 

gain and therefore its directivity. 

xx  This is correct only for receivers operating in their 

linear domain, i.e. significant de-sensitization does not 

occur. 

xxi   The FCC’s Part 15§247 rules provide such a relaxation 

of the unwanted emissions on the basis of a peak to 

average ratio limited to 20dB. 


